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in the late winter of 1826 according to an early account
peter bridgeman a nephew of the wife of josiah stowell pre-
sented a written complaint against joseph smith at south
bainbridge new york which led to his arrest and trial as a
disorderly person since the time that fawn brodie in her

biography of joseph smith2smithsmitha2 accepted as authentic the account
of the trial published inin the schaaf herzog encyclopedia of
religious knowledge 1883 3 it has been a source of sharp
conflict among the students of early mormonism 4 perhaps the
primary reason for mormon opposition to thediedle record is the
alleged admission it contains made by joseph smith that he had
been searching for lost treasure by means of a stone

after brodie s book was published other versions of the
trial were discovered one by AWB AW benton pub-
lished in 1831 in the evangelical magazine and gospel advo-
cate and another by a prominent physician W D purple of

1 I1 wish to thank james B allenalienailen richard L anderson merlin 0 baker and
dallin H oaks for their advice on some technical aspects of this paper
dr Hhillhlll11 isis assassistantstant professor of history at brigham young university he
isis presently engaged inin researching and writing a biography of joseph smith
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chenangoChenango county who wrote in the chenangoChenango union in 1877 6

A version very similar but not identical to the schaaf herzog
was found to have been published earlier in fraseteraserfraser s maga-
zine in 1873 7

these versions of the trial were submitted to some seruscru-
tiny by hugh nibley inin the myth makers in 1961 8 nibley
challenged the validity of the schaaf herzog report primarily
because the original document has never appeared although it
was said to have been taken to utah by emily pearsall the
niece of justice albert neely who supposedly tried the case
nibley said we have only the testimony of miss pearsall that
the record ever existed and that came through bishop daniel
S tuttle of the episcopal church in salt lake city who pub-
lished the schaaf herzog report

by examining the pearsall purple and benton accounts
which he noted are contradictory 9 nibley raised the question
whether the charge of vagrancy indicated by purple was plausi-
ble when the testimony itself shows that joseph worked for
josiah stowell at his request 10 nibley also suggested the possi-
bility that there might have been some confusion between a
trial which did occur at bainbridge in 1830 with one in 1826
that perhaps did not nibley argued that benton probably made
up the story of the 1826 trial applying some of the details
from the 1830 affair and getting his ideas of joseph s stone
peeping from articles by obediah dogberry published in the
palmyra reflector in that year 11

just recently however reverend wesley P walters of the
united presbyterian church in marissa illinois discovered
some records in the basement of the sheriff s office in nor-
wich new york which he maintains demonstrate the actuality
of the 1826 trial and go far to substantiate that joseph
smith spent part of his early career in southern new york as
a money digger and seer of hidden treasures A periodical in
salt lake city which heralded walters s findings said they
undermine mormonism and repeated a statement by hugh

nibley in the myth makers if this court record is authentic

633 may 1877
new series london february 1873 p 225

salt lake city bookcraft p 143
among other things nibley observed that benton and purple differ as to

josephs fate after the trial benton sasaidsaldd he escaped purple that he remained
in chenangoChenango county a few weeks see p 151

ibid ppap 14748147 48
ibid ppap 15657156 57
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it is the most damning evidence in existence against joseph
smith 12

walters s discovery consisted mainly of two documents
the first was a bill of costs presented to local authorities by
justice albert neely in 1826 which identified joseph smith as
the glass looker and indicated that he was charged at the

trial with a misdemeanor neely s bill reported that his total
charges for the case were 2682.68268 the precise amount shown in
fruFraeraserssers magazine

walters s second find was a bill by the local constable
philip dezeng dated 1826 13 which indicates that not only was
a warrant issued for joseph smith s arrest but also a mittimus
which walters believes must have been issued after the trial
ordering the sheriff to escort joseph out of the county walters
contends that the mittimus thus proves that joseph smith was
found guilty 14

A preliminary investigation by the writer at the sheriff s
office inin norwich new york confirmed that walters had
searched thoroughly the bills of local officials dated in the
1820s many of which were similar to the two bills in question
the originals however were not at the sheriff s office but in
walters s possession presumably they will be available for
study at a later date until then the final question of their
authenticity must remain open if a study of the handwriting
and paper of the originals demonstrates their authenticity it
will confirm that there was a trial in 1826 and that glass look-
ing was an issue at the trial despite nibley s argument to the
contrary this has remained a distinct possibility since oliver
cowdery acknowledged in the LDS messenger and advocate
in 1835 that while joseph smith was in southern new york

some very officious person complained of him as a disorderly
person and brought him before the authorities of the county
but there being no cause of action he was honorably acquit-
ted

cowdery made it clear that this occurred prior to joseph s re-

the12 salt lake messenger august 1971 nibley s statement is found on
p 142 of his work

rev walters sent this writer a photographic reproduction of dezengsDeZengs
bill it has been published in jerald and sandra tanner s joseph smiths 1826
trial salt lake city modern microfilm co 1971 p 6

see waltersssalterssWal terss argument in tri town news sidney N Y 25 august
1971
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ceivingceiling the book of mormon plates he said that following the
trial joseph

continued to receivereceive instructions concerning the coming forth
of the fulnessfalness of the gospel from the mouth of the heavenly
messenger until he was directed to visit again the place where
the records were deposited 15

but despite any new evidence many of the contradictions
demonstrated by nibley cannot be dismissed and some addi-
tional difficulties now appear doubt still remainsremains as to the
authenticity of the testimonies published in Fraerasersfrasesfraserssers and by
purple because the details of these vary the bills found by
walters clarify some points but add to the confusion on others

As already indicated in eraFraefaeraserssers peter bridgeman is re-
ported to have made the charges against joseph no reason is
given dr purple who claimed justice neely asked him to
take notes at the trial recalled in 1877 that it was the sons of
josiah stowell who brought the allegations because they were
afraid that joseph s encouragement of their father s money
digging was depriving them of their anticipated patrimony
AW benton said that it was the public who had joseph
arrested after becoming wearied with the base imposition he
was palming upon the credulity of the ignorant oliver
cowdery attributed the charges to an officious person

contradictions on the nature of the charge are also evident
erasersfrasersFrasers indicated joseph was accused of being a disorderly
person and imposterimpostor purple said joseph was arrested as a
vagrant without visible means of support benton said joseph
was tried as a disorderly person a charge which oliver
cowdery also repeats

walters s discoveries do not help us on this matter the
bill of justice neely does not reveal what the charge was only
that joseph was tried for a misdemeanor it is curious that in
the other cases included on the bill specific charges such as
assault and battery and petit larceny ficfirsicsic are given it is

interesting and perhaps significant that in another document
found by walters the 1830 bill of justice of the peace joseph
chamberlain who tried joseph smith in the 1830 trial the
charge is specifically stated a disorderly person 16 this
fact along with the vagueness of the charges in neely s bill

october 1835pp18351855 appp 201202201 202
A photocopy of this bill was also sent to the writer by rev walters
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necessitates the question being raised did erasersfrasersFrasers benton and
cowdery confuse the charges in 1826 with those in 183018501830 we
have evidence that benton and cowdery were both involved in
the 1830 affair 17 and they possibly could have confused the
charges inin the two trials if so of what was joseph smith ac-
cused in 1826 A misdemeanor might be many things as
the term simply designates a minorminor offense was the charge
vagrancy disorderliness being an impostor or was it de-
liberatelyliberately left vague because treasure hunting as joseph prac-
ticed it with stowell did not violate any specific new york
law it is generally known among historians that digging was
common inin western new york in this period how many such
persons were held accountable and to what law these are
questions that need answering before any fair assessment of
the trial can be made

there are also discrepancies regarding who testified at the
trial neither benton nor oliver cowdery provide any trial
testimony so they are not relevant here erasersfrasersFrasers schaaf her
zog and purple do with some interesting variations while
erasersfrasersFrasers says nothing with regard to horace stowell the
schaaf herzog account indicates he was the third witness ac-
cording to constable dezeng s bill subpoenas were served on
twelve witnesses erasersfrasersFrasers gives the testimony of five purple
four schaaf herzog six were there other witnesses if so
who were they and what did they say there is no evidence
that the testimonies of only unfriendly witnesses were printed
since josiah stowell was a friend of joseph smith and thomp-
son also professed to be still we could make a fairer evalua-
tion if we had the full record

according to both eraFraefaeraserssers and purple joseph smith was
the first witness testifying against himself there is no mention
of any counsel for the defense although we know such was
permissible since joseph was allowed counsel in the 1830
trial 18 erasersfrasersFrasers and purple gave different accounts of joseph s

testimony erasersfrasersFrasers reports that joseph said he spent most of
his time with stowell farming and going to school with only
a small part of the time devoted to money digging he admit

benton according to joseph smith brought the charges which led to his
arrest in 1830 cowdery was a witness in the 1830 trial see joseph smith
history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints brigham H roberts

ed 6 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1951 1I 97 and bentonsbensonsBentons
description of the 1830 trial in the evangelical magazine and gospel advocate

see joseph smith history 1I 89
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ted that he had a stone which he used to look for treasure and
looked for stowell several times he said that formerly he
had looked for lost articles with the stone but had lately given
this up he insisted that he did not solicit this kind of work

in the purple account joseph purportedly went into more
detail on how he found the stone learning of it from a girl in
the neighborhood who through means of her own stone
showed him its location buried beneath a tree many miles away
purple said joseph claimed the stone enabled him to annihilate
time and distance that it was an all seeing eye and gave
him attributes of deity purple also said joseph exhibited the
stone in court and that it was the size of a hen s egg

although these two accounts are not mutually exclusive in
some ways the purple testimony is more incriminating since
purple may have taken the only notes at the trial 19 it is pecu-
liar that he should record one set of facts at that time and re-
member something quite different in 1877 of course he ad-
mitted in 1877 that he had since told and retold the story many
times he did not say that he used notes to write the 1877 arti-
cle and some evidence suggests he was relying on memory
purple calls josiah stowell isaiah stowell which is the kind
of error that might result from a reliance upon memory pur-
ple admitted his sources for his article were some vivid recol-
lections his writing of the events when the trial occurred and
frequent rehearsals since he does not say he referred to his
notes when he wrote his article 20

Fraeraserssers lists josiah stowell as the second witness but pur-
ple indicates joseph sr was next to testify against his son
stowell is listed by purple as the third witness purple gives an
interesting account of father smiths testimony saying that
he and his son were mortified that this wonderful power

which god had so miraculously given should be used only
in search of filthy lucre joseph sr added that he wished
his heavenly father was to manifest his will concerning this

marvelous power he trusted that the son of righteousness

judging from the justice of the peace records from manchester and
chenangoChenango counties which I1 have seen testimony as extensive as that recorded
in erasers was not customary if we may believe purple however he was re-
quested to take notes by justice neely thus it is possible that these were after-
ward written into neely s docket book but we need to know more about how
they got into print and who handled them in between time

possibly the notes had by that time 1877 been taken to utah nibley
also believed purple relied on his memory see nibley p 145
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would some day illumine the heart of the boy and enable
him to see his will concerning him while such testimony
would contradict some things in joseph s personal history
nonetheless it does suggest that joseph sr had a religious
concern which transcended money digging

the Fraeraserssers and purple accounts of josiah stowell s testi-
mony do not entirely agree while both have stowell testifying
that he believed in joseph s divining powers purple has stowell
saying joseph could see treasures fifty feet underground a
statement which brought a direct challenge from justice neely
stowell stuck to his story however and said he not only be-
lieved it but knew it both accounts give jonathan thompson
as the last witness but with widely differing and contradictory
versions of his testimony erasersfrasersFrasers has thompson relating how
he a man named yeomans and joseph smith went out at
night and began digging after joseph told them the exact posi-
tion of a treasure chest they dug several feet and struck
something with their shovel after which joseph looked into
his glass and became frightened seeing there an indian who
had buried the treasure and then killed his friend and buried
him to guard it thompson said he believed that joseph could
divine such things with his stone and recounted how the chest
which was enchanted kept settling away from them as they
dug

in the purple version of thompson joseph smith told
stowell that a band of robbers had buried a treasure and placed
a charm over it which could only be removed by fasting and
prayer they dug for the treasure to a depth of five feet but
decided they lacked sufficient faith to secure it they offered
the blood of a lamb as propitiation but the treasure continued
to recede from their reach

the matter of whether or not joseph smith was found
guilty remains an open question Fraeraserssers recorded his guilt but
AW benton indicated that although he was condemned
because of his youth he was designedly allowed to escape
purple contradicted them both recalling that the testimony of
deacon stowell could not be impeached the prisoner was dis-
charged 21

there is some reason to think purple may have confused 1830 with 1826
here since joseph makes it clear in his history that stowell s testimony did help
to bring a favorable verdict at the later trial see smith 1I 899089 90
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constable dezeng s bill may not settle this question as
readily as walters has supposed the relevant item in the bill
reads as follows

serving warrant on joseph smith of chenangoChenango co
subpoening 12 witnesses & travel
attendance with prisoner two days & I11 night
notifying two justices
10 miles travel with mittimus to take him

the bill does not indicate where joseph was to be taken walt-
ers argues that the warrant was sufficient to take joseph into
custody for the trial and that thediedle mittimus was issued after-
ward so that the sheriff could take joseph who had been
found guilty into custody and remove him from the county
on the surface this hypothesis does not seem likely if one con-
cedes that the Fraeraserssers report of the trial isis at least partially ac-
curate that source suggests that since a warrant and mittimus
were included in the trial costs that both were issued prior to
the trial it was customary in the nineteenth century to issue a
warrant for the arrest and a mittimus to the jailer to hold the
defendant for trial

these many contradictions cast some doubt upon the
trustworthiness of the testimony that was purportedly given
at thediedle trial and the accuracy of the reported conviction perhaps
some additional intensive research similar to what reverend
walters has done will lead to a discovery of neely s docket
book or purple s original notes if so we could obtain the ad-
ditionaldit information which is needed with respect to these
difficulties

in the meantime if the bills should prove authentic and
demonstrate that joseph smith was tried as a glass looker
what shall we make of him nearly everybody seems to have
conceded that if joseph smith was indeed a gold digger that
he was also a religious fraud this is a view however of our
own generation not joseph smith s joseph himself never
denied that he searched for buried treasure only attributing
the stories which circulated about him to his work with sto-
well 22 in one place he admitted that he did such work but
never made much money from it 23 martin harris who for
most of his life was a believer inin joseph smith only confessing

smith 1I 17
the elders journal I1 july 1838 43
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that he lost confidence in joseph smith while he was a
shaker inin the 1840s 2421 was quoted as saying that joseph and his
father were part of a company which searched for treasure 25

hosea stout who believed in the prophet said that the gold
plates were found by means of a seer stone 26

if there was an element of mysticism in joseph smith and
the other early mormonscormons which led them to search for trea-
sures in the earth it does not disprove the genuineness of their
religious convictions william purple admitted that josiah sto-
well was educated in the spirit of orthodox puritanism and
was officially connected with the first presbyterian church of
the town in a letter to joseph smith only part of which has
been published stowell made it clear that his deepest interests
in joseph smith and his movement were religious although too
ill to write his own letter he dictated to martha L campbell
that he hoped to come to nauvoo in the spring of 1844 he
says he has never staggered at the foundation of the work for
he knew too much concerning it mrs campbell wrote

if I1 understood him right he was the first person that took
the plates out of your hands the morning you brought them
in and he observed blessed isis he that seeth and believethbelieveth
and more blessed is he that believethbeli eveth without seeing he says
he has seen and believed he seems anxious to get there to
nauvoo to renew his covenants with the lord he
gave me strict charge to say to you his faith is good concern-
ing the work of the lord 27

it has been argued that joseph s religious pronouncements
in his history were written for public consumption and that in
reality he was a calculator and schemer who exploited the re-
ligious feelings of his people for his own ends 228 but this ig-
nores the deep sense of religious calling in the man which goes
far back into the history of his family for now it is instruc-
tive to take note of a letter which joseph wrote to his wife
emma in 1832 which suggests this dimension of his character

see thomas colbumcolburn s statement to this effect inin journal history 2
may 1855

tiffanyytiffanysTiffanys monthly V may 1859 164
juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the journal of hosea

stout 2 vols salt lake city the university of utah press 1964 11II 593
see the entry of 25 february 1856

B H roberts published an excerpt from the letter in his comprehen-
sive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city deseret news press 1930 1L 98 the revealing original is in the church
historian s office salt lake city utah

brodie ppap vii 5 16
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X

pppolepip

judge albert neelys bill of costs

because it was not written for public consumption it must bear
unusual weight

I1 have visited a grove which is just back of the town almost
every day where I1 can be secluded from the eyes of any mor-
tal and there give vent to all the feelings of my heart in
deadication sic and praizebraize sic I1 have called to mind all the
past moments of my life and am left to morn jirsicsic and shed
tears of sorrow for my folly inin suisustisulsuferingstiferingferingsuffering sic the adversary of
my soul to have so much power over me as he has had in
times past but god is merciful and has forgiven my sins and
I1 rejoice that he sendethsenneth forth the conferrerconferterConferter sic unto as
many as believe and humblethhumbleth themselves before him 29

it is time historians began to study this aspect of joseph s

personality no one who ignores it can understand him

the letter dated 6 june 1832 is in the mormon collection folder 1I
chicago historical society and has recently been printed in BYU Sludiesstudiesstudier
XIA summer 1971 ppap 5172351725517 2523


